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Abstract 
A novel all-optical amplificat·ion scheme is proposed 
using the nonlinear coupler with counter-propagating 
electromagnetic waves. Amplitude-dependent and phase-
independent optical gating has been demonstrated via numerical 
simulation. Simulations of this three-port device have shown 
that it can exhibit optical gains on the order of 20 when 
. 
operated near its inherent instability level. 
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chapter 1; Introduction 
j 
The following thesis is a report of the work done by 
Christopher Milner while a Master of Science studen.t at Lehigh 
University. Along with being a report of the methods, 
procedures, and results of the simulations conducted, it is· 
intended to provide a relatively comprehensive background on 
-the necessary topics in electromagnetic theory, nonlinear 
optics, and numerical simulation necessary for completion of 
this work. The novel optical amplifier discussed in Chapter 
3 has, to the extent of the author's knowledge, not been 
published in the literature. 
publication of these results. 
The author intends to pursue 
Chapter 2, Background, attempts to provide the reader 
with the necessary background to fully comprehend the 
phenomena studied in this paper. It starts with Maxwell's 
Equations which relate the electric and magnetic fields, and 
solutions to those equations • in proceeds to present 
waveguiding media. The planar waveguide, circular waveguide, 
and rectangular waveguide are discussed. A short introduction 
• to nonlinear materials, materials whose effective permitivitt·y 
is a function of the electric field strength, is presented. 
The coupled mode theory, . including an introduction to the 
Lorenz Reciprocity theorem, is presented, with an emphasis on 
coupling of adjacent waveguides. A brief introduction to the 
2 
• 
" . 
1. Introduction 
' 
numerical techniques used in the computer simulations is 
presented, followed by an introduction to the family of 
Jacobian elliptic functions, which are used in finding 
analytic closed-form solutions to the optic couplers 
discussed . 
. 
Chapter 3 discusses the derivation of the equations which 
describe the operation of the optical amplifier, the numerical 
techniques used to simulate the optical amplifier, and the 
results obtained. 
Chapter 4 provides a conclusion to the work . 
• 
C 
3 
• 
• 
1. Introduction 
chapter 2; Background 
Section 2.1: Optic Waveguide Theory 
Section 2.1.1: Maxwell's Equations 
The study of optic waveguide theory involves, at the 
heart, a study of Maxwell's equations that give the 
relationship between the electric and magnetic fields. For 
a dielectric material, these equations take the general form 
v'XE = -!tB 
6 . 
VXH = JtD + J 
V•D - p 
V•B - 0 
(2.1.1-1) 
(2.1.1-2) 
(2.1.1-3) 
(2.1.1-4) 
where E(r,t) is the electric field as a function of position 
and time, H{r,t) is the magnetic field, 
D(r,t)=EE(r,t) 
is the electric displacement and 
B(r,t)=µH(r,t) 
(2.1.1-5) 
(2.1.1-6) 
is the magnetic displacement. J(r,t) and p(r,t) represent 
any current and charge sources present. The parameter e is 
the permittivity (or dielectric constant), and in f~ee space 
€=€ 0=8. 85Xl0-12 farads/met~r (F/m). µ is the permeability of 
. 
\ :) 
the medium, and in free space, µ=µ 0=4'1fX10-7 Henrys/meter (H/m) • 
4 
\ 
• 
., 
2.1.1: Maxwell's Equations 
To simplify analysis, we will assume that we are analyzing 
waves propagating in materials that are linear, so that E and 
µ are independent of Band B. We will also assume that the 
materials are homogeneous, so that f andµ are independent of 
the position vector r, and assume that the materials are 
isotropic, which means that e andµ are simply scalars, not 
tensors (the permitivitty and permeability are not functions 
of direction of travel of electromagnetic radiation). 
Finally, we assume that there are no current or charge sources 
present, so J and pare zero. Waveguides do not fit this 
restriction, because they are non-homogenous (their index of 
refraction varies with position). 
If we take the curl of equation (2.1.1-1), and use the 
vector identity 
we get 
vxvxE = _i {VXB) = V{V•E) - V2E. 6t 
Since pis zero, then equation {2.1.1-3) tells us that V•D is 
zero, and equation {2.1.1-5) tells us that V•E is zero, which 
leads us to Maxwell's wave equation, 
62 
V 2E - µ 0µr€o€rc5t2E = 0 (2.1.1-7) 
If we define v= {µ,0µr~o€r) -\-, then Maxwell's wave equation has · 
solutions 
-· ' 
5 
2.1.1: Maxwell's Equations 
In most dielectrics /Jr= 1, so that v==c(Er)-', where c=(µ 0 £ 0 )-, 
is the velocity of light in free space, and {Er)'= c/v = n, 
the index of refraction. This leads to another useful form 
of Maxwell's wave equation, 
-
2 ( ) 62 
V2E - n C~ 6 t2E = 0 (2.1.1-8) 
If we consider time harmonic fields, with E(r,t)=E(r)e-Jwt, and 
inserting this into equation (2.1.1-8), we see that 
(2.1.1-9)-
which is the Helmholz equation in vector form. The vector 
quantity E can be broken down into its x, y, and z components, 
and the Helmholz equation holds true for each component. For 
example, let E = E ej(kxx + kyY + kzZ) = E ejkr and plug this into x xo xO , 
We can see that the wave travels along the k vector. 
Waveguide Equations - Infinite Planar Waveguides 
The phenomenon of guided 
(electromagnetic) waves 
occurs when waves are X 
n1 
propagating • media with in 
y t 
• g 
inhomogeneous indices of 
refraction. Solutions 
n3 
of 
Maxwell's equations, together Figure 1: Infinite Planar Waveguide 
with boundary conditions induced where the index of refraction 
6 
• 
. ' 
2.1.1: Maxwell's Equations 
changes, describe propagation of guided and evanescent 
propagating waves. Assume an infinite dielectric planar ' 
waveguide as shown in Figure 1, with the structure infinitely 
large in they and z directions. Assume that in region 1, 
above the waveguide, the material has index of refraction n 1 , 
and in regions 2 and 3, respectively, the material has indices 
of refraction n 2 and n 3 • As we will see, for waveguiding to 
occur, n2 will have to be greater that n 1 and n 3 • Any electric 
field propagating in this medium must satisfy Maxwell's wave 
equation, here used in the form of equation (2.1.1-9). Let 
us consider first a simple case in which the electric field 
E lies in the x-y plane. Such a field is denoted transverse 
electric with respect to z, or TEz. We will place the further 
restriction that the electric field be parallel to they axis, 
and is constant with respect to y ~ Then the Laplacian 
operator reduces to a much simpler operation, since 1YE=O. 
The associated magnetic components will consist of an Hx and 
an Hz component. Plugging the solution E(r,'"t)=E(x,y)ej<wt-Pz> 
into the wave equation, and noting that the v2 operator 
becomes 6xx+6zzl we have, 
Region 1: 
• Region 2: (2.1.1-10) 
• Region 3: 
For the wave to be guided, the fields outside of the 
., 
waveguide, in regions 1 and 3, must decay. This means that 
7 
XJ 
-
·--/---~---_)· .. 
/ 
E ( x) 
'/ J 
- -· ~---~- - --~-
I 
' I 
/ 
2.1.1: Maxwell's Equations 
--
Figure 2: Planar Waveguide Solutions 
in region 1, /3>k 0n 1 , and in region 3, /3>k 0n 3 • • In region 2, 
/3<k0n 2 admits solutions sinusoidal with x, as depicted in 
I 
Figure 2. We see that waveguiding occurs when a 'channel', 
or guide, exists with higher index of refraction than the 
surrounding indices of refraction. Expressed in terms of n 11 
n 2 , and n 3 , the following 2 relations must hold: 
f 
The degree to which n2 is greater than n 1 and n 3 determines 
which frequencies, or modes, of waves which will be guided 
and which will not be guided. The smaller of the two 
differences (n 2-n3 ) and (n2-n1 ) will determine . the cutoff 
conditions. It can be shown.([1], chapter 3) that by solving 
8 
' 
... 
2.1.1: Maxwell's Equations 
equations (2.1.1-10) with requirements that Ey be continuous 
and that the derivative of Ey be continuous at every 
interface, a set of discrete allowed values of exist, 
• 
described by the transcendental equation 
where 
tan (ht ) = (f1:q) h 
g (h -pq) 
q= (f32-nfk2) \, 
h= ( n~k 2-l3 2 ) \, 
q= ( 132-n~k2):.., 
k=w/c, 
.. (2.1.1-11) 
(2.1.1-12) 
and t 8 is the thickness of the waveguide, as shown in Figure 
1. 
We next consider the case of the waveguide discussed 
\ 
• 
above, where symmetry in they direction exists, 
The cutoff condition for propagation of a wave with 
propagation constant~ will be when 
·(2.1.1-13) 
substituting into (2-8) to find q, h, and p, and further 
substituting into (2-7) to find allowable values for ht8 , we 
come to the condition of guiding for mode m5 
m2A2 
t.n=(n2-ni)> 4 t;tn;+ni), m5 =0, 1, 2, 3, ... (2.1.1-14) 
I 
The cutoff condition given in (2.1.1-14) defines which modes 
t,· 
are supported by a planar waveguide gi-v-e1i a particular Ao, !ln ~ 
and ts. It is interesting to note that the zeroth mode (m5 =0) 
has no cutoff in a symmetric waveguide, and will always/ 
• 
9 . 
.,,,. 
• • 
2.1.1: Maxwell's E~ations 
propagate, although confinement may be low, and the 
attenuation of a poorly guided mode is high; 
The asymmetric waveguide, with n 1<<n3 , but n2 still 
greater than n 3 , is interesting in that the zeroth mode does 
not always propagate. The waveguiding condition for the mth 
mode is ([2], p.37) 
_ (2m+1) 2 A~ tin-(n2-n3 )>16 t!(n2+n3)' m=O, 1, 2, 3 ..... (2.1.1-15) 
By changing the index of refraction n 3 from n 1 to a value 
greater than n 1 but still less than n 2 , it is possible to 
prevent the zeroth mode from propagating36 • This phenomenon 
has applications in optical switching. When n 3 can be changed 
electrical or optical signal • via external by the an 
electrooptic effect, propagation of light in the waveguide 
can be controlled. 
In any waveguide with at least two modes propagating, it 
will be shown that any pair of modes is mutually orthogonal. 
This fact will be used later in this thesis when coupled mode 
theory is developed, but is presented here to maintain 
contextual integrity. Consider two guided modes TEm and TEj, 
with respective propagation constants /3m and /3 j. Both of these 
modes will satisfy the wave equation, and both of these modes 
and their ·derivatives will decay to zero as ·x approaches 
infinity. If we take the two equations 
' 
Em + (k~2 (X) -/3;) Em = 0 
(2.1.1-16) 
10 
.J 
,. ~ 111 
\ 
2.1.1: Maxwell's Equations 
and multiply the top equation by EJ and the bott~m equation 
by -Em and add them, we have 
(2.1.1-17) 
and integrating from x=-«J to x oo, with some manipulation we 
see that 
(2.1.1-18) 
which may be interpreted as evidence that any two modes with 
non-equal propagation constants are orthogonal. 
A parallel derivation of the mode guiding conditions may 
be developed for waves with only one magnetic field component, 
Ry, and two electric field components, Ex and Ez. A wave 
equation for the magnetic field may be developed from 
equations (2.1.1-1) in the same manner as for the electric 
field, and solutions for the wave equation within planar 
waveguides may be calculated. This family of modes is known 
as TM modes. 
Section 2.1.2: Circular Waveguides 
To attain a detailed understanding of the optical power 
propagation in an optical fiber, Maxwell's equations must be 
solved subject to the cylindrical boundary conditions of the 
fiber. We will be considering electromagnetic waves 
propagating in a cylindrical coordinate system with a 
cylindrical boundary, as shown in. Figure 3. 
-~- ~ 1 : 
11 
t. 
.. 
. . 
• 
2.1.2: Circular Waveguides 
electromagnetic waves are 
to propagate along the z 
• axis, the electric and 
magnetic fields will • 1n 
general have the 
• 
y 
Direction o~ Propagation Fiber Ax,s 
- - - -
- - - -
- r '- I ''- r ·~ z 
+ functional dependence of 
the form Figure 3: Circular Waveguide 
E=Eo ( r, q,) eJ <wt-Pz > 
H=Ho ( r I cp) ej (wt-(Jz) 
(2.1.2-1) 
(2.1.2-2) 
As in the planar waveguide, the parameter~ is the propagation 
constant which will be determined by the boundary conditions. 
When equations (2.1.2-1) and (2.1.2-2) are substituted into 
Maxwell's curl equation in cylindrical coordinates, we may 
derive the wave equations in cylindrical coordinates, ([1], 
p. 29) 
.6 2 1 6 1 62 
- E + - - E + E + q 2Ez = 0 6r2 z r 6r z :z:2 6cp2 z 
(2.1.2-3) 
6 2 1 6 1 62 H + H + H + q
2Hz - 0 6-r-2 z r 6r z :z.:2 o<fJ2 z - (2.1
.2-4) 
where q2=w2 Eµ,-{3 2 = k 2 - {3 2 • These equations are the cylindrical 
counterparts to the wave equations developed in §2.1.1 f.or 
planar waveguides. It will be possible to generate TE modes, 
in which Ez=O, and TM modes, in which Hz=O, and · also hybrid 
12 
• 
• 
2.1.2: circular Waveguides 
modes, in which neither E1 or H1 are zero. In this way, the 
analysis of optical fibers is more complicated than hollow 
metal tube waveguides in which only TE and TM modes are found. 
To solve for the fields given certain boundary 
conditions, the standard technique of separation of variables 
is used. For a transverse electric (TE) mode, the solution 
of equation (2.1.2-3) is assumed to be of the form 
(2.1.2-5) 
where, since we are assuming solutions of the form described 
in ( 2 . 1. 2-1) , 
(2.1.2-6) 
·and because of the circular symmetry of the waveguide, F,(¢) 
must have periodicity of 2~, or 
(2.1.2-7) 
where T] is an integer, positive or negative. The only 
remaining component of E 2 to be determined is the radial 
component, Fr(r). Substituting (2.1.2-7) and (2.1.2-6) into 
(2.1.2-5), the wave equation for Fr becomes 
62 1 6 !12 
- F + - - F / + . q 2 - Fr = 0 . 6r2 r r 6r r r 2 (2.1.2-8) 
which is a well-known differential equation for Bessel 
functions. An identical equation for Hr(r) may be developed. 
For the configuration of a step-index fiber we consider 
a circular dielectric waveguide with index of refraction n 1 
for 0:5r:5rcore, _and n2 for rcore<r<oo (see,- Figure 4). The region 
outside of the core known as the cladding, • lS and for 
13 
• 
2.1.2: Circular Waveguides 
simplicity of calculation 
we assume it to be 
/ infinitely large. This is ,, / 
/ 
/ 
/ allowable because the / / / 
., 
/ 
/ 
/ fields outside of the core 
/ 
. . 
/ 
decay exponentially, and 
• in actual fibers the 
cladding is of sufficient Figure 4: Optic Fiber Waveguide 
diameter to make the fields at the outer edge of the cladding 
negligible. The field patterns, or modes, in a circular 
waveguide are similar to those in the infinite planar 
waveguide, with the r dimension corresponding to the y 
dimension. Equation (2.1.2-8) must now be solved for the core 
region and the cladding region. In the core • region, the 
solutions to (2.1.2-8) must be finite at r=O, and are given 
in terms of the modified Bessel functions of the first kind 
of order r, · J,., (r), and in the cladding, the solutions must 
approach zero as r approaches oo, and are given in terms of the 
modified Bessel functions of the second kind of order r,, 
K,, (r) . Therefore, for a given rcore, and a given ncore and 
ncladding' we have 
., 
( 
F 
E ( O~r~rcore) = AJ,, (ur) ej,,¢ej<wt-.Bz> 
H ( 0:5r:5rcore) = BJ,, (ur) ej,,¢ej <wt-Pz> 
E (rcore:5r<00 ) == C·K,, (wr) ej,,<J>ej<wt-Pz> 
H (rcore:5r<00 ) = DK,, (wr) ej,,¢ej<wt-,Bz> 
14 
(2.1.2-9) 
(2.1.2-10) 
(2.1.2-11) 
(2.1.2-12) . 
\ 
• 
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2.1.2: Circular Waveguides 
where A, B, C, and D are arbi traq constants, and u2=kf-p2 , 
w2=P 2-k~, k 1=2,rncor•/~ 0 , and k 2=2,rncladdinsf ~0 • From the definition 
of the Bessel functions, we see that' ~(wr)-+e-wr as wr--+«>. For 
K,,(wr) to go to zero as r goes to infinity, w must be greater 
. 
• 
than zero, which in turn implies that in the cladding, P~k2 • 
In the core, the parameter u must be real for Fr(r) to be 
real, which leads to the condition than in the core, ~<ki-
The allowable range of~ for guided modes is t~refore 
(2.1.2-13) 
with particular values of 13 determined from the boundary 
conditions. If we require that the tangential components of 
Ez and Hz be continuous at the core~cladding boundary, then the 
following eigenvalue equation for 13 results 
considerable manipulation) ([1], p.33) 
J~ (urcore) +~ (wrcore) 
uJ,., ( ur core) wK,., ( wr core) 
k2 J~ (urcore) +k2 ~ (wrcore) 
1 uJ,., ( ur core) z wK,., (wr core) 
(after 
2 
(2.1.2-14) 
which is a complicated transcendental equation to give the 
discrete allowable values of 13, within the range specified by 
(2.1.2-13), for a step-index fiber. 
An important quantity related to the mode cutoff 
conditions is the normalized frequency V, or V-number, defined 
by 
' I ' 
v2 = (u2 + w2) r~ore 2 
- ~. cladding) ( 2 • 1 • 2 -15 ) 
15 
. ,, 
2.1.2: Circular Waveguides 
The number of modes b that can exist in a fiber as a function 
of V may be represented by 
2 2 
b = rcoc~w = 
V 
A plot of bas a function of 
Vis shown in Figure 5 for a 
few values of the low order 
modes. From the figure it 
can be se2n that the lowest 
order mode, 
mode, has 
condition, 
propagates. 
a hybrid 
no 
and 
cutoff 
always 
This phenomenon 
is used to create single-mode 
fibers, by letting the 
(~~ k) 2 - n!ladd!na 
2 
ncore - ncladding 
Ll ., 
0 .J -
(2.1.2-16) 
Figure 5: bas a Function of V for some lower 
u.1.Jer 1IJucies 
dimensions of the core be small (10A) and having small index 
of refraction differences betwe·en the core and the cladding. 
Fibers with ~non the order of .001, or 0.1%, are commonly 
used as single~mode fibers 1 • 
As with planar waveguides, mode orthogonality relations 
exist. In an optical fiber with multiple modes propagating, 
the relationship 
. . . 
holds. 
' ' . 
·''• 
16 
':I .•. 
\ 
' 
'· 
(2.1.2-17) 
!'. 
2.1.2: Circular Waveguides 
Section 2.1.3: Rectangular Dielectric Waveguides 
The analysis of rectangular dielectric waveguide is 
similar to the previous analyses of planar and circular 
waveguides in that Maxwell's equations must once again be 
solved subject to the boundary condition constraints 
introduced by the geometry of the waveguide. The solutions 
will be oscillatory within the waveguide and exponentially 
decreasing outside of the waveguide. 
The general rectangular 
dielectric waveguide consists 
of a guiding region of index 
n 1 surrounded on all sides by 
regions with (lesser) indices 
n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , etc ( see Figure 
6) • Although the exact 
t_) 
.:----- . ----~ 
a 
n 
2 
n n y 
0:-, 1 
1-4 y 
\ 
n ) 
Figure 6: General Channel Dielectric Waveguide 
solution of the wave equation for the entirely asymmetric 
channel waveguide in Figure 6 is as yet unknown ([2], p.38), 
we can make approximations when symmetry exists. Separation 
of variables allows us to consider the Ey (or Hx)· as a function 
of y separately from.Ey (or Hx) as a function of x (see Figure 
6). The solutions of the separate components are the same as 
the solutions observed earlier for plapar waveguides, and the 
proctuct Ey (x) • Ey (y) · determines the electric field Ey (x, y) • The 
resulting field is denoted E~, where a is the axis to which 
17 
.... 
-• 
2.1.3: Rectangular Waveguides_, 
the field is parallel, n is the number of field maxima along 
the x axis, and mis the number of field maxima along they 
• axis. 
Fabrication of a 
perfectly symmetric channel 
waveguide is prohibitively 
impractical. 
waveguides 
The channel 
commonly 
fabricated are strip-loaded 
waveguides, where an 
effective channel is induced 
in a thin film by a strip of 
material applied on top of 
the thin film which produces 
:1 t r I f l '~ 
,./' 
I 
I I I 
I 
n n n ~l I rl 1 1 1 \ f I Im' 
--- -- - - -- --- . 
'. 11 Jt 1') t r n t ,-. ri 
') 
' I 
I 
,l J [ J , f , I ~_),- t r , , 
n ,n 
1 1 
-
I 
/' 
' 
,I' -~- 1· // 2( , / 
_ t_-_ ·t!' -
r I 
n 
- - . 
) 
' 
1 
. -
n ,n 
n 
1 1 
n 
1 . 1 
. --- - -
Figure 7: ~trip-loaded Waveguides 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
an effective index change. As is illustrated in Figure 7, a 
thin film of index of refraction n 1 is induced upon a 
substrate of (lesser) index. of refraction n 2 • Then a 
waveguiding channel is created in the thin film either by 
deposition of a dielectric strip or metal strips on top of the 
thin film2 • In the former case, a dielectric of lesser index 
of refraction than the thin 'film is deposited directly over 
the desired waveguiding channel (Figure 7(a)), and this 
.. 
induces a local effective increase in the index of refraction 
I in the channel region, therefore providing waveguiding. In· 
the case of metallic loading strips being used to produce 
• 18 
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2.1.3: Rectangular Waveguides 
waveguiding channels (see Figure 7 (b)), two metal loading 
strips are placed upon the surface of the waveguiding layer 
on either side of the region in which confinement is desired 
producing effective index reductions, and providing 
waveguiding iQ the center region. Since in both cases, the 
index difference between the channel and the substrate is much 
larger than between the channel and the surrounding thin film, 
the cutoff condition for waveguiding will be determined by 
~n=(n 1 - n{). 
Section 2.1.4: Nonlinear Materials 
For this thesis the type 
of non-linear materials 
considered have indices of 
refraction which can be 
written in the form n = n 0 + 
n 2I, where n 0 is the linear 
component of the index, and 
• 1S the 
coefficient 
.. 
nonlinear 
sometimes 
referred to as the self-
Material n 
CS2 
SF-59 
SF-58 
SF-57 
SF-56 
FDS-90 
FDS-9 
FD-60 
FD-6 
E-1 
Rutile 
1. 61 3. ox10- 18 
1.91 6.8X10- 19 
1. 88 4. 9X10- 19 
1.81 4.lXl0- 19 
1. 75 2. 6X10- 19 
1.81 2.2x10-19 
1 .. 81 1.2xl0-19 
1. 77 2. ox10- 19 
1. 77 1. 7Xl0- 19 
1.93 4.9Xl0-19 
2. 48 2. ox10-18 
Figure 8: Measured Values of n2 
focusing coefficient, and I is the optical power density~ 
(The factor n 1 is generally reserved to show any position-
· depend . inhomogeneities of the material, • in for instance 
19 
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2.1.4: Nonlinear Materials 
The coefficient n 2 , also 
sometimes known as the Kerr coefficient, is typically very 
much smaller than n 0 • The largest values of n 2 are found in 
• certain types of glasses, and actual values for n 2 have been 
well-researched in the literature 3 • 4 • The exact cause of 
power-dependent changes in the index of refraction is unknown, 
but it is believed to arise primarily from electronic effects, 
and has response (and relaxation) times which hav~ been 
measured to be faster than 100fs4 • Figure 8, taken from [3], 
shows values of n 2 for certain materials at A= 1.06µm. 
Section 2.1.5: Coupled Mode Theory 
When two or more waveguides are placed in proximity to 
each other, such that the evanescent fields outside of the 
waveguides overlap, there is a power exchange between them, 
the amount of exchange being determined ·primarily by the 
closeness and similarity of the waveguides. This is known as 
fl 
waveguide coupling, and a device in which coupling occurs is 
known as a coupler, or directional coupler. If the materials 
from which the coupler is made have nonlinearities, there are 
certain nonlinear effects, and the device is known as a 
nonlinear coupler. Mode coupling can happen between different .,I'. 
modes in a single waveguide, and can even happen between modes 
-propagating in opposite directions in a waveguide, as found 
20. 
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in a device known as a grating reflector. The mathematics 
-that describe the coupling phenomenon are called coupled mode 
theory, and are presented here, with a particular emphasis on 
the directional coupler. 
Many times is it necessary to analyze the optical 
properties of waveguides that are too complicated to be 
conveniently solved by either the ray optic approach or by 
rigorous application of Maxwell's equations. However, many 
of these problems may be considered as perturbations of 
simpler problems which have already been solved, or are simple 
enough to solve. _ To relate the perturbed case to the 
unperturbed case, the Lorenz reciprocity theorem is used. In 
the case of mode coupling between two parallel and identical 
' waveguides, the modes of each individual waveguide are 
considered separately. Then it is assumed that all modes of 
the coupled system can be represented as linear combinations 
of the pert~rbed modes of the uncoupled systems. This is the 
.. 
key concept behind coupled mode theory . 
• 
The Lorenz Reciprocity Theorem 
~ 
Consider one waveguide, with E and H being valid 
solutions to Maxwell's . wave equation within the waveguide 
which has permittivity 
€(x·,y,z), as discussed in §2.1.1. 
Assume that . the perturbed system , ( in this case, a two-
21 
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• 
waveguide system) has permitivitty E'(x,y,z), with associated 
valid solutions B' and R' (see Figure 5). Then Maxwell's wave 
equations for the two cases are: 
Perturbed: 1) VXB = -jwµB 
2) VXH = jwEB 
Unperturbed: 3) VXE' - -jwµB 1 
4) V xH' = j w E 'B' . 
Now, taking the quantity 
z* · ( 4) - H' • ( 1) • - a·· ( 3) + B' • ( 2) • - o, 
we see that 
Then we use the vector identity 
VX(A X B) = B•VX A - A•VX B 
and we see 
* * . . * 
-Vx(E X H') + v'X(H x E') - Jw(f'-f)E •E' 
which further simplifies to 
(2.1.5-1) 
* * . * vx(E x H' - H x E') = -Jw(f' _- f)E •E'. (2.1.5-2) , 
We then use Gauss' theorem and integrate both sides of this 
. equation over a volume V, to yield 
Jfs (E*xH' + E'xH*)•dS = -jwfffv * ( € - € ' ) E • E ' dV 
(2.1.5-3) 
which is the Lorenz reciprocity theorem. we will now derive 
a special case for the Lorenz Reciprocity Theorem for the 
general class of cylindrically symmetric waveguides, and 
relate the results to coupled mode theory. 
22 
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Consider a cylindrical 
(or any radially symmetric) 
waveguide with an electro-
magnetic field propagating 
along it, as shown in Figure 
10. Since we are free to 
choose any closed surface Figure 10: Cylindrical Waveguide 
when performing the integrals above, choose the surface shown 
in Figure 10, with two circular sides S 1 and S 2 ~z apart and 
• 
a curved outer edge. Then the surface integral becomes 
If the radius is infinite and ~z infinitely small, then the 
surface integral over C becomes zero. If we define the 
quantity to be integrated in the Lorenz equation, (E*xH'+E' xH*) 
to be F(x,y,z), then the Lorenz integral reduces to 
IIsF·dS -Jis1Fz(x,,y,z)dS + IIszFZ(x,y,z)dS 
which equals 
Jfs dS {F(x,y~z+bz) - F(x,y,z)J. 
Now, letting dV=~zdS, 
-jwJJJv * dV(€-€ 1 )E •E' 
becomes 
-jwnzJJs(E'-E)E*·E'dS 
and dividi~ through by ~z, we have 
Ifs ~zFz(x,y,z) = -jwJJs<€'-€)E*•E'dS 
2.1.5: Coupled Mode Theory 
Then, decomposing the fields into their transverse 
(perpendicular to the z axis in Figure 10) and longitudinal 
(parallel to the z axis) components, i.e. A= Ai,+Az, we have 
with some manipulation, 
JJ d * * - (B xH'+B'xH) •z s dz dS = -jwJJs(f'-f)E*•E'dS 
• 
(2.1.5-4) 
which is the most useful form of the Lorenz Reciprocity 
Theorem. 
,,, 
Mode Orthogonality Relations 
Before we use the Lorenz reciprocity theorem to develop 
the relations between coupled waveguide modes, we first 
observe that the electric and magnetic f1elds of any mode are 
orthogonal, that • is, if Et and Ht of mode n are defined as 
then, since they are orthogonal, 
Jf s en,txh.i./ = \ (2.1.5-5) 
Coupleg Modes 
As stated above, coupled mode theory works on the 
.assumption that the modes of any perturbed variation on an 
24 
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original case may be expressed as a linear combination of the 
modes of the original case. If we assume that the unperturbed 
case is defined by the electric and magnetic fields 
\ -JBnz Bt.= L •n,t. (x I y) e 
n 
Ht.= I •n. t (x I y) e -jllr,z 
n 
' then the perturbed fields E( and H( can be completely defined 
by 
E ,_ \ ( ) ( ) -jl3mz t - Lam z em, t X I y e 
m 
H ,_ \ ( ) ( ) - j'3mz t - Lam z em, t XI y e 
m 
. .. 
We do not need to include any extra modes or radiation modes. 
Using Et, Et, Ht, and H{ in equation ( 2. 1. 5-4) , we see the 
following: 
Ifs dS 
- -jwJJs<€'-€) <Iam(z)em,t.Cx,y)e-JBmZ) •e:.t.cx,y)eja,:,z dS 
' ' m 
25 
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' 
which can be re-arranged to yield 
\ 
m 
=-j w I am ( z) eJ c11n-t1m> z f J ( € ' -€) 
m 
and since 
we have 
2~zan (z) - -jw lam ( z) ej(/ln-tlm>zf IS (€'-€.)em• Et. dS 
m 
which leads to the final form used for coupled mode theory, 
~zan ( z) + j I am ( z) ej C.Bn-.Brn>z cmn (2.1.5-6) 
[1) 
where Com is the coupling coefficient between modes m and n, 
C =~ff (€'-€)e •e* dS mn 2 S m 1n (2.1.5-7) 
26 
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Coupled Waveguides 
)( 
e1 
k::y -' ~', -- ' -- ' /.. \ ·e ' /eJ \ ,e2 I I 1 I I 2 I I \ I I I \ I 
' 
' - ~ 
' - -
,_,,, 
' 
/ 
A 8 A 8 A B 
a) unperturbed O) Perturbed 
Figure 11 
Figure 9 
Assume for simplicity waveguides A and B, as shown in 
figure 11, with permittivity £ 1 in the surrounding medium, 
permittivity £ 2 in guide A, and permittivity 
€ 3 in guide B, and 
that in the unperturbed case (when A and Bare isolated), that 
A and B support only 1 mode. The perturbed and unperturbed 
cases are depicted in Figure 9. In this case, the 
perturbation of waveguide A caused by bringing waveguide B 
into the vicinity is seen in the fact that a region that 
previously had the dielectric constant 
€ 1 now has the 
t 
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dielectric constant E2 • If we let 
BA=•A (x, y) e-JJJAs 
Be=•e ( x' y) e -JPez 
be the unperturbed modes, and 
B '=aA ( z) •A (x, y) e-JPAz+a8 ( z) e8 (x, y) e-JPez 
be the perturbed mode, then (2.1.5-6) shows us that 
~zaA ( z) + j [ aA ( z) CAA+aB ( z) CABeJ <PA-PB>z] =O 
where CM and cil are defined by 
CA<AtB>=~J J Sz ( E z-E i) [ e:. e<AtB>] dS 
If we consider the degenerate case where CA8=0, then we have 
~zaA(z) +jCAAaA(z) =O 
so 
a ( z) =a e -jCAAz A Ao 
so 
We neglect Caa, • since 
• 
is negligible in comparison with 
Neglecting CAA, and following the same reasoning for guide B, 
we have 
~zaA ( z) +j aB ( z) CABeJ <PA-PB>z=o 
~zaB ( z) +j aA ( z) CABe -j <PA-PB>z=O 
__ j 
, 
I 
I 
28 
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2.1.5: Coupled Mode Theory 
If the waveguides are identica
l, then CA.B=C8A=,c ... , and 8~·88 , so 
the system of coupled equations
 becomes 
.... 
.. , 
~zaA(z)+jKa8(z)=O 
_dd a 8 ( z) + j "aA ( z) =O 
. z 
(2.1.5-9) 
This system can be solved ana
lytically, and assuming initia
l 
excitations of A0 in guide A a
nd O in guide B, the solution
 
• 1S 
The power Pin each guide is
 proportional to the square 
of 
the electric field. PA(z) and PB(z) a
re plotted in Figure 12. 
1[ 
The length of complete power 
transfer is x:L= 2+m1r. 
1 . 2 -~ - .. - -
1 
U. 8 -
0.6 
0.4---
0 1 2 
3 
kz --+ 
Figure 12: Linear Power Transfer
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• 
Detuned Coupler 
We now consider the case of the coherent coupler where 
the propagation constants are not equal, i.e., there exists 
a detuning 6 between BA and BB. Such detuning is generally induced by a detuning of the indices of refraction of the 
waveguides. This is possible using the electro-optic effect, 
' or by fabricating the waveguides out of non-linear materials. We will see that this detuning prevents complete power 
transfer between the waveguides. First let us note that the 
coupled mode equations (2.1.5-9) could have been arrived in 
• a slightly different manner. Starting with the same geometry 
as in Figure 9, assume that the fields E1 and E2 are propagating in each waveguide. For each waveguide in the 
system, assuming only adjacent-waveguide coupling, the following coupled mode equation may be written: 
j~zE1+.81E1+ ( "Ez+1CE3+ • • • ) 
) 
./ 
..,...._ (2.1.5-10) If we use the form E1=:a(z)e-jPiz, and E2=b(z)e-jpzz, and subst.1.tute in, we can verify· that equations (2 .1. 5-10) · are ind~ed the 
., 
same as equations ( 2 .1. 5-9) • Given certain initial conditions 
30 
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2.1.5: Coupled Mode Theory 
aca•o>=A0 , bct>-o>=B0 , the solution to the detuned case, equation 
(2.1.5-8), can be expressed as 
b (z> =e+JC6t2>z B (" . (A 6 B ) . (" ) 0cos FZ+J 0+2" 0 sin Fz 
We may verify that if a 10=A0 , 
b 10=B0 , 6=0, and F=l, we have the non-detuned case. If a 10mA0 , 
b 10=0, and ofO, we can solve for the powers in the waveguides 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
kz -+ 
Figure 13: Detuned Power Transfer 
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2.1.5: Coupled Mode Theory 
as a function of z, yielding 
P.=IAol 2 [ 1-F2sin2 (,cj>] 
Pb= l'Ao I ZF2sinz c,cj> 
P. and Pb for a detuned coupler are plotted in Figure 13. The 
length at which maximum power transfer occurs is still L="/2k. 
. ' Supermodes 
For the coherent coupler discussed above, there exist 
certain power distributions at which no power transfer occurs. 
These are designated "normal modes", or supermodes, and are 
stable modes of the coupled conf iguration*1 • If we rewrite 
equation (2.1.5-10) in matrix form, we can see that 
. d E1 /3 K, E1 
J dz Ez + K. /3 Ez =O 
or 
jE'+M E=O 
Following standard differential equation solving techniques, 
we assume E=E0ejaz, and we are led to the eigenvalue equation 
(for sigma) (a-/3) 2="' 2 , with solutions a1=B+k and a2=B-k. 
1 
solutions lead quickly to the two eigenvectors and 
1 
These 
1 
-1 • 
These eigenvectors represent the two supermodes of the two-
waveguide coupler. If power is injected into the coupler in 
eitner of these two combinations, no coupling will occur. If 
*1 ' 
Note that the usage of the term mode is more general here, meaning state of the entire 
c9upled system. 
32~ 
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we normalize the two supermodes and let 
1 1 
11> = -n 1 , 12> = 1 1 
-n -1 
then the state ft> of the waveguide may be represented as a 
linear combination of these supermodes, 
.. _ 
1 w >=Ci 11 >eJu1z+C z f 2 >eJazz 
where C 1 and C2 come from the initial conditions. If we know 
w0 , then C1=< 1 I w0> and C2=<2 I '11 0>. If '11 0 I 1S then 
1 1 C1=72 (A0+B0 ) and C2=72 (A0-B0 ) , and 
.-· 
'
lit> _ Aj+B0• [1] 1 eJctH,c)z + Ar:J-B0• [ 1] 1 ej(t3-1e)z 
1 T2 2 -1 72 
Section 2.1.6: Two-Waveguide Nonlinear Coherent Coupler 
The above discussion has been conducted for a two-core 
linear coupler, i.e., with no allowance for non-linearities. 
We next consider the case of a simple two-waveguide 
directional coupler fabricated out of non-linear materials, 
i.e., materials whose index of refraction varies with the 
amount of power propagating. The power flowing in each 
waveguide will affect its index of refraction, and thus affect 
the propagation constant Bn in that waveguide. This will 
result in a detuning of the two waveguides which is depend~nt 
upon the amount of power flowing, which will result in power-
I 
_J 
dependent coupling. The Nonlinear .Coherent Coupler (NLCC) was _) 
first described in 1980 by Jensen, [5]. For the two-waveguide 
J 
' ·~ . 
-· r 
.. . ,, ' ' ,. ,.;. .. 
2.1.6: NLCC 
nonlinear coherent coupler, it is possible to derive an 
analytical solution for the coupling as a function of z. 
Self-Phase Modulation 
The next factor to be introduced in our discussion is the 
effect that non-linearities have on the coupled mode 
l~~ 
equations. As discussed above, for non-linear materials, 
If we take the Helmholz vector equation, 
62 ( 2. 1. 1-,) , note that V2 = 0 z2, and use E=E ( z) eJllozeJwt, and note 
that since n 2 IE I <<n 0 , n 2=n~+2n 0n 2 IE I 2 , we have 
eJPOz[E(z)+2jPoE(z)-P~E(z) ]+<n~+2nan2l~~z} l2lw2 E(z) = 0 
Now, the E(z) term can be neglected due to the standard slowly 
varying envelope approximation, and the -t,~E(z)ej~oz term 
cancels with the 
with 
and with some manipulation we are left 
jE(z)+n2w IE(z) l 2E(z)=O. 
C (2.1.6-1) 
' 
The IE (z) I 2 term is known as a self-phase modulation term, 
and is a direct result of the dependence of the index of 
refraction on the power flowing. A direct modification to 
equations (2.1.5-10) may then be made, yielding 
·~ 
jEtz) + /3E1 (z) + 1eE2 (z) 
jEJ.z) + PE2 (z)' + ,cE1 (z) 
34 
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+ n,w J E1 (z) J 2E1 (z) =O C 
+ nzw IE2 (z) l 2E2 (z)=0(2.1.6-2) C . 
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2.1.6: NLCC 
which are the two-core non-1 inear coupled mode equations. 
These are similar in form to those of [ 6] . The coupling 
coefficients 
waveguides. 
are determined by the geometries of the 
Normalization 
At this point it is helpful to convert to a normalized 
system of equations, similar to those of section (above). We 
, 
will use this normalized system of equations for the remainder 
of this thesis, occasionally converting back when actual 
numerical examples are presented. Equations (2.1.6-2) may be 
/ 
re-written, letting E 1 (z) =a (z) e-j~z and • 1n §2.1.5, as 
E2 (z)=b(z)e-j~z, and A-n 2wto yield C 
j~2 a(z) + Kb(z) + A ja(z) j 2a(z)=O 
j~2 b(z) + Ka(z) + Alb(z) l 2b(z)=O. 
If we make a transformation of variables, letting the 
d d dimensionless ~=µz, then - =µ- then we have dz dr,' 
j-dd a(z) + ~b(z) + ~la(z) j 2a(z)=O 11 µ µ 
j-dd b(z) + Ka(z) + ~lb(z) l 2b(z)=O. TJ µ µ 
Then if we make a further transformation of variables, letting 
A=a[~]\ and B=b[~]\, then equations (E) become 
j~11A + [fr]B + IAl 2A = 0 
j~11B·+ [fr]A + IBl 2B = 0 (2.1.6-3) 
.. 
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Equations (2.1.6-3) may be solved analytically, using the 
following combinations of A and B analogous to the Stokes 
parameters: 
So= I A I 2 + I B I 2 
S1=IAl2 - fBf 2 
. * • S 3=J (AB - AB ) • 
Letting K=[fr], the evolution equations for these parameters 
are found to be 
d 
- S =O dT] 0 
d 
d17S1=2KS3 
d 
d17Sz=-KS1S3 
d drJS3=-2KS1+S1S 2 • 
, 
I 
Two constants are observable in this system, determined by 
initial conditions S1 (0), S2 (0), S3 (0), 
si=si+S~+s;=R2 , and 
52 
r=S2+ 4k 
. 
_/ 
which allow for a complete description of the motion of the 
~ parameters. With some manipulation we may arrive at the 
equation for S1 
where 
0 
a=4K2-2Kr, 
1 {3=-. 2 
36 
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2.1.6: NLCC 
Equation ( 2. 1. 6-4) is analytically solvable in terms of 
elliptic functions,:..._~ Let us assume that power is initially 
injected into only one w~veguide, so that a ( O) =A+j o, and 
la(O) l=A, and la(O) f 2=A2 • The solutions will fall into two 
classes, depending upon whether or not the initial power A is 
greater or less than some critical power Ac. This translates 
into a condition on Rand r, with the critical condition being 
R=r. When R=r, simple substitution leads to A=2/K. When R>r, 
which corresponds to A<2/K, the following solution lends 
itself: • 
2 [ 4 \ J 2 bA 4 S 1=Acn ry(a+bA) ,.x, .x-2 (a+bA4) 
where en(] is the incomplete Jacobian function with modulus 
.\. fa(ry)j 2 and fb(17)f 2. can be easily solved for, 
I a (17) 1 z_Sa~s,, 
lb(f7) 12_S 0~s,. 
Therefore, whenever the input power A into waveguide a is less 
than 2/K, the expressions for I a ( TJ) I 2 and lb(TJ) 12 are: 
la(17) 12 S 0+SJ 
AZ 1~n [ 11 (a+bA4 ) ii, A J - - - + - -2 2 
lb(17) 12 S 0 -SJ 
Az 1~n [ 11 (a+bA4 ) li, A J - -- - - -2 2 
with .x defined above. For a simple case, consider K=l in 
equations (2.1.6-3). We then have 
2_A2 A2 [ A1 I a ( TJ ) I - 2 + 2cn 2 TJ , 4 J , 
2 A2 A2 [ A1 lb(TJ) I =2 - 2cn 2TJ,4J' 
A2 
,\=-. 
4" 
• I 
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2.1.,1 
for A=l. 9. 
NLCC 
The 
function is periodic with period 4K(,\), where K(,\) is the 
complete jacobian elliptic function with modulus,\. After a 
distance K(,\), 50% power transfer has taken place, after 
2K ( ,\) , 100% power transfer, after JK ( ,\) , the powers have 
reversed back to 50%, and after 4K(,\), the original power 
distributions are present. It should be noted that when A is 
small, that is when A<<2, the system approaches behaving like 
the linear coupled-mode equations described in §2.1.5, 
• 1.e. 
sinusoidal transfer of the powers. When R<r, a similar 
Powers 
PA('7) I 
PB ( r,) 
4--------------------------. 
Oi,.&------..----~--~--...-------.--~-----4 
. 0 1 2 3 4 5 
K.( .X) 21< ( .X) 3K(.X) 4K(.X) 
TJ --+ 
Figure 14: 
' 
. 
PA and PB versus~ for A(O)=l.9+0.0J 
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analysis can be performed, leading to the general solution 
-
. 
la(ri)l2 = Sa~S1 = ~2+ ~n[riA2(~)\.x], 
A2 A2 b lb(ri) 12 = Sa~s, = 2 - ¥n[riA2(2>",.x]' 
A2=2[1-~A4], 
As a ·specific case, consider A=2.1 and K=l. The results are 
plotted in Figure 15. Note that the solution is periodic with 
period 2K(A), and that complete power transfer never occurs. 
This case is similar to the detuned coupler discussed in 
§2.1.5. 
r --· . --·--·-
4. 5 ~--- -~-- ----------------------, 
Powers 3------------------------
PA(17), 
P8 ( 17) 2. s ---------------------l 
. . 
,-....,_ 
21----.---------------------.-,r--------l 
1"' 5 --------------~-----------1 
0 1 
K( .X) 
2 
2K(,X) 
11 --+ 
3 
3K( .X) 
Figure 15: PA and P8 versus~ for A(0)•2.1+0.0j 
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Computer Simulation 
As an exercise, before the computer simulation of the bi-
directional NLCC of §3.3, a computer program was written to 
simulate the two-core NLCC examined above. To allow 
simulation, the system of 2 equations in 2 unknowns described 
above (equations (2.1.6-3)), was re-written into 4 equations 
in 4 unknowns by decomposing each equation into its real and 
imaginary components, i.e. letting a=ar+jai and b=br+Jbu and 
plugging in, and separating the real and imaginary components 
of each equation. The resulting set of equations is 
coupling coefficient K to be specified. Then, the fourth 
order Runge-Kutta method was applied. The flowchart for this 
program is in Figure 16. Given vany initial conditions, step 
size, and coupling coefficient, it solves the system step by 
step, from ry=O, h, 2h, 3h, etc. Figures 14, 15, 17, and 18 
were generated from the output of this program. 
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Figure 16: Flowchart for Unidirectional NLCC 
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.. 
Applications of the Nonlinear Coherent Coupler 
Since it was introduced in 1980, the Nonlinear Coherent 
Coupler (NLCC) has received considerable attention in the 
literature. Because of the strange behavior of this device, 
._/ 
it is feasible to use it as an optical logic gate, as a pulse-
narrowing device, and other applications. Jensen [4] first 
proposed using the NLCC as an optical logic gate, specifically 
calculating the length and powers required to create an 
optical 'NOT' gate. Consider a NLCC operating with an input 
power Pin in guide A less than Pc, so that the 100% power 
transfer condition is reached at a certain ry, at which,vpoint 
the output of guide B is Pout=P1n, and the output of guide A is 
zero (see Figure 17) . When Pin is increased, less of the power 
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Figure 17: Complete Power Transfer 
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2K (m) 
couples into guide B, and more of the power remains in guide 
A, causing the device to switch from the crossed state to a 
parallel state, where half of the power remains in guide A 
(see Figure 18). For a complete switch to take place at a 
give length L, the period of transfer 2K(m) must change. If 
L=2K (m) (;the device is ·exactly long enough to allow one 100% 
power transfer to be reached), and we wish an increase in Pin 
to result in a switch from the output appearing in guide B to 
half of, the output appearing in each guide, then the input 
power must change sufficiently to cause L=K(m) in the switched 
• 
state. In our normalized system, if we arbitrarily choose an 
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2.1.6: NLCC 
input power for the crossed state of A(O)•l.O+O.Oj, then this 
equates to a coupler of normalized length 2X(l.02/4.0 2 ) = r, 
=1.5963. Then if we increase the input power to A'(O) so that 
at length 1. 5963 the power is equally split between the 2 
guides, we see that the necessary change in K(m) is K(m') -
2K (m) • Thus K(m') = 3.195, requiring r-,t,0) to be 1.986. 
' 
Jensen calculated that if there are two waveguides with K=3.14 
cm- 1 , 0.5 cm exchange length, cross sectional area A=3µm 2 , 
A=l.06 µm, n 0=3.5, n 2=5- 10 ESU, then the critical input power 
is 10.6 Watts. Although this power seems quite high, we must 
4~:--------------------------1 
3.St-----------------------------1 
31----------llll,~----------,-------------t 
Powers 
PA, PB 2. 5 t----------___,,~~--------------1 
1t---------,,L--------------------1 
p 
0.51-----~-------__;...------------t 
o~-----------------.---------r-------t 
0 0.5 1 1.5 
-+ 
· Figure 18: 50% Power Transfer 
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keep inJmind that the device is capable of exceedingly fast 
switching times, which are not limited by propagation time 
(since the fields interact in a spatially and temporally local 
fashion), but only by the nonlinear response time of the 
material, which, as discussed above, ·can be on the order of 
femtoseconds. Other papers 7 • 8 • 9, 10, 11 have explored the 
ultrafast all-optical switching capabilities of the NLCC . 
There have also been studies12 directed at using the NLCC for 
optical pulse I compression. Using the same geometry as 
discussed above, and injecting a bell-shaped pulse to be 
narrowed into guide A, we observe that in the (temporal) 
beginning of the pulse, when the input is yet relatively 
'low', the NLCC will act to couple that power away from guide 
A and into guide B. As the input power I increases, 
the pulse, and reaches • a maximum, the NLCC will 
later in 
cease to 
couple the power from guide A to guide B, and the power will 
remain in guide A. At the end of the pulse, when the input 
into guide A is low again, the NLCC will couple this power 
from guide A to guide B. The shape of the pulse that emerges 
at the output of guide A is a much sharper pulse. This is 
illustrated in Figure 19. Ki tayama and Wang [ 12] have 
predicted that pulse • compression to less than 1/5 • 1S 
attainable with loss of approximately 3 dB • 
• 
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The NLCC as an Optical 
Amplifier 
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Figure 19: Optical Pulse Compression via NLCC 
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In the configuration we are 
urrently considering, the only 
Figure 20: Gain as a Function of Phase possible way to use the NLCC as 
an amplifier is to have the NLCC 
operating at a certain steady state, with a constant power A0 
flowing into, say, guide A (see Figure 17), and zero power B0 
entering guide B. Then we may choose the proper length 4K(A) 
at which the output from guide B is nominally zero. Any 
perturbations on the input conditions, either on the power 
entering guide A or the power entering guide B will cause 
perturbations on the outputs of guides A and B. It • 1S 
possible to operate the device with the power entering guide 
A, A0 , very close to the ''saddle'' point discussed above (Ac=2. O 
in our normalized system) . Then any small variations • 1n 
either A0 or B0 will cause large variations in the outputs AL 
and BL. The major problem with operation as such is that the 
. 
system is not only· sensitive to the amplitude of the ~ 
perturbations, but also the phase. As shown in Figure 14, 
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when Ao=l.9+jo, and B0=0+jo, the output from guide Bat length 
~=4.5830 is zero. When a small perturbation is introduced at 
B0 , say tiB0=0.0l+jo.o, then the output St changes to .05513, a 
power gain of 551.3. When another small perturbation of the 
same magnitude but different phase is introduced at B0 , the 
output Bi changes to . 00013, a power gain of 1. 3. Further 
examples are listed in Figure 20. As the reader can see, the 
output of the amplifier used in this configuration • 1S a 
function not only of the amplitude of the input signal, but 
of the phase of the input signal. The operation of the 
amplifier is therefore far from ideal. An amplifier whose 
amplification depends solely upon the magnitude of the input 
signal is described in the next section. 
Section 2.2: Numerical Techniques 
The behaviors of the optical devices studied in this 
thesis are described by systems of ordinary differential 
equations. When the syste~s become complicated, closed-form 
solutions become impossible to calculate. The techniques 
discussed in this section, however, can solve most of the 
systems of differential equations numerically to practically 
any degree of accuracy. 
I 
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Consider the solution of the nth order ordinary 
differential equation of the form 
~d_:y ~ ~ F X I y I dx , dx2 I dx3 , • • • , dx1' = 0 • (2.2-1) 
An equation of this type is termed nth order because the 
highest derivative is of order n, and ordinary because only 
total derivatives appear (no partial derivatives present, or 
alternatively, there is only one independent variable, x). 
To obtain a unique solution to (2.2-1), it is necessary to 
I 
supply some additional information, namely, values of y(x) 
and/or of its derivatives at some specific values of x. For 
an nth order equation, n such conditions must be provided to 
determine a unique solution y(x). If all n of the conditions 
are provided at some particular x, then the problem is termed 
an initial value problem. When more than one value of xis 
involved, the problem is termed a boundary-value problem. An 
nth order differential equation may always be re-written into 
n first-order differential equations by introduction of n-1 
additional variables. The solutions of systems of first-order 
ordinary differential equations are merely expansions upon the 
single-variable methods. 
Initial Value Problems 
I 
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One method of solution of first order ordinary 
differential equations, 
~ = f(x,y) 
.,, 
' 
(2.2-2) 
is known as Taylor's method. This method involves expressing 
the solution y(x) about some starting point x 0 by using a 
Taylor's expansion ([13], ch.6): 
y(x0 + h) = y(x0 ) + hf(x0 ,y(x0 )) 
h2 
+ 2!f'(Xo,Y(Xo)) 
+ h; ! f', (Xo,Y(Xo)) + •.. (2.2-3) 
If y(x0 ) is specified as the initial condition, f (x0 ,y(x0 )) 
can be computed directly from equation (2.2-2). To evaluate 
the higher-order derivatives in ( 2. 2-3) , we differentiate 
f(x,y) using the chain rule, since f is a function of both x 
and y: 
df = 6f +of~ 
dx 6x oy dx ( 2. 2-4) 
Unfortunately, in the general case, differentiation of f(x,y) 
becomes prohibitively complicated. Except for a first order 
estimate, with error of order O(h2 ), Taylor's expansion is not 
often used to solve first-order differential equations. 
It is possible, however, to develop one-step procedures 
which involve only first-order derivative evaluations but 
which produce results equivalent in accuracy to the higher-
order Taylor methods. These algorithms are known as the 
Runge-Kutta methods. The most common of these methods, an.d 
possible the most widely used single step method for solving 
.. 
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ordinary differential equations, is the fourth order Runge-
Kutta method with Gill constants ((13]). 
formula is of the form 
where 
The fourth-order 
(2.2-5) 
The step error involved in them-th order Runge Kutta method 
is O(h~ 1 ). Therefore, when solving a system using step size 
h=lxl0- 2 with the fourth order Runge-Kutta method, the error 
in each step is O ( lxl0- 10 ) • 
accurate results. 
Boundary Value Problems 
.._,_____.- -
This method can provide very 
In problems in which the initial conditions are given at 
more than one value of the independent variable, the solutions 
are considerably more complicated. Two families of algorithms 
are common for solving boundary-value problems; finite 
difference methods and shooting methods. 
Finite difference methods involve approximation of the 
differential equation at n + 2 points x 0 , x 1 , ••• , xn+i· Each 
derivative is replaced by a finite-difference representation. 
50 
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, 
Then, for two-point boundary value problems, the initial 
conditions y(x0=a) =y0=a and y(xn+ 1=b) =Yn+i=P are placed directly 
into the ot.h and (n+l) at e(J\lation, and the procedure leads to 
a system of n simultaneous equations in the unknowns y 1 , y 2 , 
• • • , Yn • Obviously, if many intermediate data points are 
desired, this method may not be practical. If the original 
equation is linear (no higher variable or derivative of a 
variable appears to the second or higher power), then the 
resulting set of equations is linear, and may be solved using 
Gaussian elimination methods. If the original equation is 
... 
non-linear, the system of finite-differential equations 
generated is also nonlinear. The generation of any solution 
of such a system may be very difficult. In some cases, one 
may linearize the equations, solve the equations, re-linearize 
about the new solution, and so on, until full non-linearity 
is reached and a solution is found. In effect, a complicated 
problem I 1S replaced by many less complicated problems. 
However, this approach does not guarantee a solution. 
The shooting methods reduce the solution of the boundary-
value problem into the~iterative solution of an initial-value 
problem. The boundary at which the most initial conditions 
are known is chosen as a starting point, and an initial-value 
method such as the Runge-Kutta method discussed above is used 
to solve iteratively, toward the other boundary. The computed 
solution at the second boundary is compared with the known 
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solution, and adjustments are made. This trial-and-error 
approach may be successful when applied to linear or nearly-
linear equations, but for fully non-linear equations may prove 
as unsatisfactory as the finite-difference methods. 
As should be apparent from the preceding paragraphs, 
there are no known algorithms which guarantee the solution of 
a boundary-value ordinary differential equation, particularly 
a highly non-linear one. 
Section 2.3: Elliptic Functions 
A class of functions exists in the annals of mathematics 
which may be used to solve some equations which would not 
normally be analytically solvable using standard sinusoidal 
.. 
functions. This class of functions is known as the Jacobian 
Elliptic Functions. The theory of elliptic functions, first 
developed in 1826 by Abel and Jacobi ((14]), can be used to 
develop a closed form solution to, in particular, the 
unidirectional evolution of the fields in a Nonlinear Coherent 
Coupler. 
equation 
The use of the elliptic functions to solve the 
.Y + ay + by3 = QI (2.3-1) 
where a>O, bf O, and y ( O) =y0 , y ( O) =O, is presented here, 
adapted from ((15]) . 
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Before the solution is presented, however, the definition 
of the Elliptic integrals of the first kind is presented. 
Elliptic 
F(k,<I>) 
integrals of the first kind are represented by ([41]) 
J; d</) = 0J1 - k 2sin24> 
(2.3-2) 
k is called the modulus, and¢ is called the amplitude of the 
elliptic function. if u=F(k,¢), then the following quantities 
are defined: 
and 
k' = (1 - k 2)\ is the complementary modulus, 
sin¢ -=~nu - x, 
cos¢ = cnu = (1-x2)", 
tan¢ = tnu = x ( 1-x2 ) "', 
-
(2.3-3) 
(2.3-4) 
(2.3-5) 
(2.3-6) 
K = F(k, J> is the complete elliptic integral. (2.3-7) 
The solution of (2.3-1) in terms of elliptic integrals is as 
' follows: Write v=dy/dt and (2.3-2) becomes 
dv 3 
V =-(ay+by), dy (2. 3-8) 
so 
(2.3-9) 
and 
(2.3-10) 
Choosing the negative root,, l 
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and therefore 
t=-a°" J1 dw/(Yo - w2)"[l+(b/2a) (~ + w2) J", (2.3-12) 
YO 
letting w=y0cos~, we have 
t=a1aJ: dj,/[l+(b/2a)~(l+cos2 j,) J\ (2.3-13) 
with cos<P=y/y0 , or cp=cos- 1 (y/y0 ). Thus if A2=b~/2 (a+bVa), 
(2.3-13) may be written 
(2.3-14) 
Aside from the external multiplier, the right-hand side of 
(2.3-14) is an incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind 
with modulus A. Thus in the notation from above, we have 
(2.3-15) 
where 
(2.3-16) 
By definition, snu = sincp, where snu is the sine type of 
Jacobian elliptic function. 
The soluti>on of the equation (2. 3-1) in terms of Jacobian 
elliptic functions will become useful when we address the two-
core nonlinear coherent coupler . 
.. 
• 
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Chapter J; NLCC optical Amplifier 
Section 3.1: Introduction 
The nonlinear coherent coupler (NLCC) has received much 
attention in the literature since its introduction in 1980 5 • 
As discussed above, the NLCC utilizes the coherent interaction 
of two optical waveguides placed in close proximity. If one 
disregards all nonlinear considerations, analysis shows that 
the waveguides periodically exchange power in a simple 
sinusoidal pattern. When the nonlinearities of the materials 
are taken into account, so that the amplitudes of the modes 
propagating affect the local index of refraction, there is a 
'detuning' induced between the propagating waves, and coupling 
ceases to be sinusoidal. As the power levels increase, the 
associated nonlinearity and detuning • increase. Complete 
coupling takes longer and longer (more distance propagated), 
and after a certain power threshold, complete coupling ceases 
to occur. When the NLCC is operated near this threshold 
between complete coupling occurring (below the threshold) and 
not occurring (above the threshold), very small changes in the 
input amplitudes can cause large changes in the output 
amplitudes. 
' The two-core nonlinear coherent coupler can of course be 
excited with light propagating in both directions. . Modes 
55 
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propagating in opposite directions (counter-propagating modes) 
do couple with each other, but not as strongly as modes 
propagating in the same direction (co-propagating modes). As 
will be demonstrated, coupling between counter-propagating 
modes also has the characteristic that the coupling • lS 
amplitude-dependent yet phase-independent, that • lS, the 
coupling depends only upon the amplitude of the modes, and not 
the phase of the modes. The basic concept behind the two-core 
counter-propagating optical amplifier is to operate with two 
rightwards-propagating modes with amplitudes near the unstable 
point, and to have leftwards-propagating modes of small 
amplitude cause large changes in the rightwards propagating 
modes. It is therefore possible to have signals of very small 
amplitudes cause large changes in the outputs of the 
amplifier, essentially producing an optical transistor, with 
different gains ( 0P0 utl 6P1n) for different operating points. 
The operation of this device in this fashion has been verified 
via computer simulation, with gains up to 28 observed. 
The advantages of such a device are several. First, and 
most importantly, the .device is completely optical, with no 
reliance on the electro-optic effect, and thus has none of the 
bandwidth limitations associated with electronic components. 
This is an important factor as optical communication systems 
.. 
need higher and higher bandwidth capabilities. Second, as 
will be shown, the device is phase-independent. This limits 
56 
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the device to amplifying signals in which the phase of the 
signal carries no information (which is almost entirely the 
case in optical communication systems). In return, this 
characteristic provides much design flexibility. Designers 
need not worry if a signal to be amplified has propagated one 
half of a wavelength further than another, since only the 
amplitudes, and not the phases, of the signals affect the 
output of the amplifiers. 
Section 3.2: Two-Core Unidirectional NLCC 
Before beginning discussion of the bi-directional case, 
further discussion of the unidirectional case is necessary. 
The solutions derived above for the propagation of modes in 
the two-coupled-waveguide system must be examined to yield 
the proper operating lengths for a bidirectional coupler. We 
wish to identify, in our normalized system, the lengths at 
which 50% or 100% power transfer have occurred, and at which 
the power has returned 50% and 100% to the original core. 
These lengths are the integer quarter-periods, i. e;. , T/ 4, T/2, 
JT/4, and T, and are available from the complete elliptic 
function K. 
4 
... 
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Section 3.3: Two-Core Bidirectional NLCC 
The equations which describe the propagation in the bi-
directional NLCC are developed as a combination of 1) the 
nonlinear coupled mode equations developed in §2.1.6, which 
include self-phase modulation, and 2) a cross-phase modulation 
term to be developed here. The cross-phase modulation term 
represents the coupling between two modes propagating in the 
same waveguide in opposite directions in a temporally and 
spatially local region. 
If we consider a waveguide with electromagnetic waves E1 
and 
opposite 
propagating 
directions 
• 1n 
(see 
Figure 21) , then the total 
field in the guide is given 
by 
0 
(3. 3-1) 
z 
The rightward-propagating Figure 21: Waveguide with counterpropagating waves 
wave has propagation constant -/31 and the leftward-propagating 
wave has propagation constant +~1 • 
wave equation 
We then apply Maxwell's 
2n2 
V2E + w E = O, c2 
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remembering that for a non-linear material, 
n2•n~ + 2n0n2 f Er 12 , and also that the operator V2 
n=n 0 + In2 , so 
62 
= 6 z2' yielding 
(3.3-2) 
. . . . . Now, 1n (3.3-2), the E1 and the E3 can be neglected due to the 
standard slowly varying envelope approximation, and the -fitE 1 
and -~~E3 terms cancel with the p~ in the third term, and we 
are left with 
I E 12 + IE 12 + E E*e2jP1z + E E*e-2j/3Lz 1 3 1 3 3 1 
(3.3-3) 
Gathering synchronous pieces (all ter1ns with ejPLz, e-jPLz, e 2 jP1z, 
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and therefore 
JE1 + ~n2 [ I E1 I 2 + 21 E3 I 2 J E1 = O, 
-jEJ + ~n2[ IE3l2 + 2IE1'2 JE3 = o. (3.3-4) 
From equations (3.3-4) we see the presence of two self-phase-
madulation terms ( I E1 1 2 and I E3 I 2) which represent the 
nonlinear interaction between the propagation of a mode and 
the index of refraction change it causes. We also see two 
cross-phase modulation terms ( 21 E3 I 2 and 21E1 12 ) which 
represent the interaction of a mode with a mode propagating -
the same velocity in the opposite direction in a spatially 
local region. A direct modification to the coupled mode 
equations ( 2. 1. 5-10) may then be made, yielding the bi-
directional nonlinear coherent coupler equations 
jEJz) + /3E1 (z) + 1eE2 (z) + 
n 2w 
C 
These equations describe mode 
propagation • in a two-guide 
I E2 ( z) 1 2 + 2 I E 4 ( z) I 2 E2 ( z) =O. 
(3.3-5) 
nonlinear coherent coupler G 
with counterpropagating modes 
(see Figure 22). ® 
By the same method 
presented in §2.1.5 to verify 
that equations 
Figure 22: NLCC with counterpropagating waves (2.1.5-10) 
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were functionally the same as equations (2.1.4-9), and using 
the normalization technique presented in §2.1.6, the 
normalized bi-directional NLCC equations may be written 
jA + ,cB + [ I A 12 + 2ICl2JA - 0 -
jB + ,cA + [ I BI 2 + 21 - 0 -
• • 
,cD + [ 1c12 + 21 A 2] C 0 -JC + --
-Jo + ,cC + [ I D 12 + 2IB12JD - 0 (3.3-6) 
where A is the z-dependenceJof the rightward propagating mode 
in guide 1, Bis the z-dependence of the rightward propagating 
in guide 2, C is leftward propagating in guide 1, and Dis 
leftward propagating in guide 2 (see Figure 22). 
\ 
Coupling Coefficient K~ 
In general, the coupling coefficient K is a complicated 
function involving the distance between the two waveguides, 
the surrounding index of refraction, the index of refraction 
in the waveguides, the propagation constants of the coupled 
modes, and the shapes of the mode tails in the guides. The 
integral (2.1.5-7) introduced in section 2.1.5, is a closed-
form I expression for . the calculation of the coupling 
coefficient. It can be shown ( [ 2]) that for . two parallel 
identical channel waveguides, the coupling coefficient K is 
given by 
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(3.3-6) 
where Wis the channel width, sis the separation, hand pare 
the propagation constants in the y and z directions, 
respictively, and q is the extinction coefficient in they 
direction. 
Section 3.4: Computer Simulation of Bi-Directional NLCC 
The equations derived above which describe the bi-
directional NLCC case were next simulated using a digital 
computer. Equations (3.3-6) were separated into their real 
and imaginary components, yielding a boundary value ordinary 
nonlinear differential system of 8 equations in 8 unknowns. 
The following quantities were defined: 
Y1(TJ) - Re(A(TJ)), y 2 (TJ) - Im(A(TJ)), 
y 3 ( TJ) - Re ( B ( TJ) ) , y 4 ( T7) = Im ( B ( TJ) ) , 
Y 5 ( TJ) - Re ( C ( TJ) ) , Y 6 ( TJ) = Im ( C ( TJ) ) , 
Y1('1) = Re(D(17)), Ya(17) - Im(D(TJ)). (3.4-1) 
By plugging these definitions into equations (3. 3-6), the 
following system of 8 ordinary nonlinear differential 
equations was generated: 
• 2 ~ 2y; 2Vs) Y1 - -y4 - Y2(Y1 + + + -
• 2 ~ 2y; 2Vs) Y2 - Y3 + Y1 (Y1 + + + -
• 2 Y4 2y; 2y;) Y3 - -y2 - Y4 (y3 + + + -
• 2 Y4 2y; 2y;) Y4 - Y1 + Y3 (y3 + + + -
.,.,,-
• 2 Vs 2yi 2~) Ys = Ya+ y5{y5 + + + 
·~ 
J 
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re = -y7 - y5(_rl + rl + 2}1 + 2~) 
Y1 = Ye + Ye (}1 + rl + 2y; + 2Y!) 
Ye = -y5 - Y1(Y~ + rl + 2y; + 2Y!). (3.4-2) 
To use the bi-directional NLCC as an optical amplifier, 
as discussed earlier, we must choose an 'operating point' of 
the amplifier somewhere near its unstable region. As the 
reader may recall, the unstable region in our normalized 
system, as developed above, is when the total power in the 
system.is close to 2.0. Therefore, if we select an operating 
point characterized by rightward (or leftward) propagating 
power of magnitude close to ?.O, initially injected into one 
guide, and choose a length L of the coupler to ensure that at 
the right (or left) end of the coupler, the output of one 
guide is nominally zero, and the output of the otherrfuide is 
equal to the input power, then any perturbations introduced 
propagating in a leftward (or rightward) direction will cause 
lar.ge variations in the output conditions. The physical 
description of the operation of the amplifier is modeled by 
the following initial boundary co·ndi tions. Assuming that 
power is initially injected into guide 1 in figure 22, then 
Since no power is injected into guide 2 at the left end, we 
have B(O)=O, which tells us that y 3 (0) = O and y 4 (0) = o. The 
length L of the coupler is then derived by the Jacobian 
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elliptic functions which describe the (uni-directional) 
propagation in the NLCC. At the right end of the coupler, we 
measure the outputs A(L) or B(L). At the right end of the 
coupler, we also introduce the perturbation power, P,.t.. This 
takes the form of conditions on C(L) or D(L), depending upon 
where we choose to inject PA"t~, which in turn place conditions 
upon y..,(L) and yfl(L) or y,(L) and y8 (L). If we choose to 
inject P~,.t· into C, and inject O into D, then y,(L)=y8 (L) = o, 
and y"> ( L) = Re ( P~,.t .. ) and Yn ( L) =Im ( IJ~,. .. .,) • So, for any given 
input power P1n, and any given power P~,.t. .. , we can place a total 
of 8 boundary conditions upon the problem, 4 on each end. 
The numerical solution of this system involved several 
attempts before success was attained. The first attempt was 
to implement the solution using a finite-difference method 
known as the Adams-Gear method in Fortran IV on a Cyber 850 
mainframe computer. The IMSL version 10 [16] software library 
was used to attempt a solution. The software succeeded when 
the leftward propagating power, P~ate, was zero ( this is no 
longer solving a boundary value problem, but merely an initial 
value problem) , but not for any non-zero values of P1 at•. 
Then a special method was devised using the Runge-Kutta 
initial value problem algorithm to successfully solve the 
system for all but the most .unstable power levels. It was 
observed from the equations (3.3-6) that the rightward 
propagating waves coupled mainly with each other (through the 
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~A and ~s terms). The coupling with the leftward-propagating 
waves, although important, was numerically much smaller. So 
it was proposed that a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method be used 
to solve the system from left to right, given the 4 initial 
conditions provided for the left side. Then, taking the 4 
initial conditions on the left side, the Runge-Kutta method 
was used to solve the system from right to left. This 
procedure was continued back and forth until the system 
converged to a solution (see Flowchart, Figure 23). 
With P1n 1.9 + jO, and Pgate=O.O + jO, we can calculate 
A=f P 1nl 2/4.0 = 0.9025 (from the methods discussed in §2.1.6). 
Thus the length L required for the power to completely couple 
into guide 2 and back into guide A is 4K(A), where K(A) is the 
. 
1) Solving from 0.0000 to 4.5830 
2) With 50 steps. 
3) A(O}= 1.90 + 0.00j 
4) B(O)= 0.00 + O.OOj 
5) C(L)= .05 + O.OOj 
6) D(L}= 0.00 + 0.00j 
7) Tolerance for NAG routine= .lOE-07 
8) Tolerance for convergence criteria.lOE-07 
9) Go ... 
10) Quit ... 
11) Clear matrix ... 
12) Max Iterations= 50 
13) Graph the last one 
14) Menu On/Off 
15) Print Intermediate Outputs on/off (now 0) 
Enter a number: 
? 9 
Start out with . 
~(0)•3.609999999999985 B(0)=0.000000000000000 C(0)=0.000000000000000 D(0)=0.000000000000000 
A(L)•3.610000001513143 B(L}= .000000000000000 C(L)= .002500000000000 D(L)=0.000000000000000 
Power•3.612500000073 deviation=l.479316863798E-8 its= 6 · 
End up with 
~C0)=3.609999999999985 BCO>=o.000000000000000 cco>= .00145093012ao95 o·co>= .001019069344783 
~(L)•3.6P9863528161483 B(L)= .000136473505047 CCL)= .002500000000000 D(L)=0.000000000000000 
Figure 24: Computer Output for A(O)=l.O+jO.O, C(L)=0.05+j0.0 
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well-tabulated complete elliptic integral. In this case, the 
length L=4. 58 3 o. We choose n=50 points between '7=0 and 
'7=4.5830. For P,.t.=O. O+ j O. O, the. algorithm described above 
obviously requires only 1 iteration to converge to an answer, 
i.e. one sweep from left to right. For P8 ate = 0.05 + jo.o, we 
have y 5 (4.5830)=0.05, y 6 (4.5830)=y7 (4.5830)=y8 (4.5830)=0.0. 
After 6 iterations, the algorithm described above converges 
to a solution, and jB(L) 1 2 , the power emerging from guide 2, 
has changed from 0.0 to l.36xl0- 4 • Thus in this case, the 
power gain was Pout/P1n = 0.0544. (See computer output, Figure 
24.) 
The Bi-directional case was explored at many P 1ns and 
P8ates, for many different lengths. We do not necessarily have 
to choose the length L=4K(A). If we choose a length L=2K(A), 
then the power injected into guide 1 has exactly coupled into 
guide 2, and at this length the output (rightwards-propagating 
at the right end in Figure 22) is measured from guide 1. 
If we choose a length L=(2n+l)K(A), then exactly half of 
the power injected into guide 1 has coupled into guide 2, and 
half remains in guide 1. We may measure the output from 
either guide at this length. The Pgate will cause equal and 
opposite perturbations in each of these outputs. The output 
signal will thus be an amplified (or attenuated) version of 
the input signal, superimposed upon a constant component. 
This is the obvious disadvantage of choosing this length for 
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Stretched Stretched 
Norma I 
Sma I I GaJn 
aJ t,uncated whe,e 
slope==D 
No,mal 
Lar-ge Ga1 
b) t,uncated whe, 
slope==max 
Figure 25: Truncation Length-Amplification Relationship 
an amplifier. There is, however, an advantage. The lengths 
L= ( 2n+l) K ( ..\) , where half of the power is in each guide, 
provide higher amplification. The reasoning for this is as 
follows: when a gate signal is introduced into the system, 
is raises the total net power in the system, thus increasing 
any coupling lengths. This has the effect of stretching the 
coupling patterns. Obviously, a coupling pattern which is 
tr~ncated at a point of higher slope of the coupling pattern 
will change more rapidly when 'stretched' than a pattern 
truncated at a point of low slope (see Figure 25). This 
results in higher amplification factors for amplifiers of 
length (2n+l)K(..\), with the disadvantage being the associated 
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3.4: Computer Simulation 
constant component in the output. As will be discussed in the 
conclusion, there are methods to cancel out this component of 
the signal in practical systems. 
The Runge-Kutta algorithm described above solved most, 
but not all, cases. The cases which it was not ~ble to solve 
(which would not converge) remain unsolved. But, the results 
available suggest that the proposed optical amplifier indeed 
has potential as a practical device. 
Section 3.5: Results 
Many simulations of the optical amplifier proposed were 
conducted. Not all of the cases simulated converged, and 
since it is not entirely possible to know if a solution will 
converge or not (in general, the closer the total injected 
power was to 2.0, the less the chance of convergence), some 
computer time was spent on solutions which did not converge. 
But the solutions which did converge produced some very 
encouraging results. Figure 26 lists the results for each of 
the 48 cases studied. Each row in the table represents a 
certain Pin, length (then in the table is multiples of K(A) 
for that Pin), and Psate input position, either guide C or D. 
Each column represents a different value of Psate. The entries 
in the table are the power gains achieved for the particular 
configurations. Where the entries are not present, the gains 
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0 
1.60 1 C 4.20-l 4.22-l 4.24-l 4.28-l 4.32-l 4.38-l 4.44-l 4.52-l 4.60-l 4.70-l 
1.60 2 C 9.54-4 3.89-3 8.59-3 1.49-2 2.27- 2 3.16-2 4.15- 2 5.22-2 6.33-2 7.49-2 
1·. 60 3 C 1.16 1.15 1.14 1.14 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.16 1.21 1.30 
1.60 4 C 8.99-4 3.66-3 8.44- 3 1.55-2 2.50- 2 
1.70 1 C 6.04-l 6.06-l 6.10- 1 6.15-l 6.21- 1 6.29-l 6.38-l 6.49-l 6.61-1 6.74-l 
1.70 2 C 2.48-3 ·9.54-3 2.oa-2 3.54-2 5.25-2 7.14- 2 9.12- 2 1.12-1 1.32-1 
1.70 3 C 1.58 1.59 1.61 1.63 1.65 1.68 1.70 1.71 1.70 1.67 
1.70 4 C 6.44-2 2.32-1 4.47-l 6.62- 1 8.55-l 1.02 
1.75 4 C l.81-1 6.65-l 1.30 1.93 2.47 2.91 3.23 3.44 3.53 3.50 
1.775. 4 C 2.56-l 9.56-l 1.89 2.83 3.63 4.29 4.78 5.07 5.15 5.01 
1.80 1 C 9.04-l 9.08-l 9.13-l 9.21- 1 9.32- 1 9.44-l 9.59-l 9.77-l 9.97-l 1.02 
1.80 2 C 6.39- 3 2.46-2 5.23- 2 8.65- 2 1.24-l l.62- 1 2.00- 1 
1.80 3 C 3.24 3.31 3.46 3.72 4.16 4.91 5.84 6.06 5.61 
3.15-l 1.80 4 C 1.20 2.42 3.65 4.75 5.73 6.54 7.03 7.09 6.81 
1.80 6 C 9.73- 3 4.61- 2 1.57-l 7.00- 1 
1.80 8 C 1.12 4.36 9.93 1.32+1 
c...J 
• 
Ul 
•• 
:x, 
(t) 
en 
C: 
~ 
rt 
en 
"· 
1.80 lOC 9.06-2 2.43-l 3.09-l 2.80-l 
1.80 12C 2.55 · 9. 68 1.59+l 4.00- 2 2.05+ 1 \ 
• 
6.66-l 1.80 14C 4.19 9.53 
1.80 16C 3.42 1.27+1 2.87+ 1 
1.825 4 c-3.11-1 1.24 2.54 3.91 5.25 6.75 8.35 9.07 8.96 8.49 
1.85 lOC 9.40-l 2.75 3.39 
.....J 1.85 12C 3.39-l 9.35-l 1.04 t,-J 
1.85 14C 5.22 1.79+l 
1.85 16C 4.32-l 1.58 1.87 
1.85 1 C -1. 14 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.27 1.30 
1.85 1 D 1.13 1.13 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.08 1.06 1.04 1.01 9.87-l 
1.85 2 C 9.82- 3 3.77-2 2.25- 2 1.30-l 6.25- 2 2.36-l 
1.85 2 D 1.01-2 4.22- 2 1.02-1 2.01- 1 3.57-l 5.90-l 9.02-l 1.26 1.63 1.97 w " 
• 
·. ' 
9.82-l 6.25- 2 9.68-l Ul 1.85 3 C 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.08 8.43 •• 
1.85 3 D 1.05 1.06 1.09 1.14 1.21 1.34 1.57 2.38 7.87 ~ (D 
2.21- 1 en 1.85 4 C 8.78-l 1.86 2.93 4.05 5.76 9.89 l.07+l 1.01+1 9.35 C 
....... 
(T 
en 
' . 
1.85 4 D 2.17-l 8.20-1 1.54 1.98 
1.85 5 C 1.10+1 l.73+l l.63+l l.38+l 
5.67 
1.85 5 D l.65+l l.55+l l.3s+l 
1.85 6 C 4.02-1 1.67 3.60 4.49 
1.85 6 D 3.96-l 1.60 4.31 1.10+1 1.40+ 1 1.20+ 1 
1.85 7 C 4.12 3.58 3.01 2.53 2.13 
1.85 7 D 4.63 5.85 1.1a+1 4.00-2 2.14+l 7.03 3.46 ~ t\.) 
1.85 8 C 1.08 4.42 8.00 
1.85 8 D 1.04 4.03 1.02+1 4.00-2 1.47+1 1.37+1 
1.90 1 C 1.48 1.49 1.50 1.52 1.55 1.58 1.62 1.66 1.71 1.77 
1.90 1 D 1.48 1.47 1.46 1.44 1.41 1.39 1.36 1.32 1.29 1.25 
1.90 2 C 1.16-2 4.51-2 9.57-2 1.58-l 2.25-l 
1.90 2 D 1.19-2 4.99-2 1.20-1 2.33-l 4.03-l 6.40-1 9.25-l 1.22 1.50 1.75 w 
• 
U1 
1.06+l •• 
1.90 3 C 5.09 5.16 5.21 5.21 5.10 
):, 
1.90 3 D 5.04 4.94 4.73 4.39 3.93 
CD 
(D 5.46-2 2.55-l 7.87-l 1.24+l 1.07+l C 
1.90 4 C 3.24 
9.0Q ..... 
rt" 
m 
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configurations. Where the entries are not present, the gains 
could not be computed due to non-convergence. 
As can be seen from the table, and as would be expected 
from having a knowledge of the equations which describe the 
system, the gain of the·amplifier increases when the power Pin 
becomes close to the critical value of 2. O. As a rough 
estimate, as the difference between Pin and 2.0 halves, i.e. 
(2.0 - Pin) --+ (2.0 - P 1n)/2, the gain doubles. The gain of the 
amplifier also increases as the length of the amplifier is 
, 
increased. Choosing the odd multiples of K(~) for lengths of 
the amplifier increases the gain tremendously, at the expense 
of having a constant component of the output signal. 
The optical amplifier proposed and existing electrical 
transistors are similar. First, both must be properly biased 
at a certain 'operating point'. For the optical transistor, 
this consists of choosing a P1n and an appropriate length, or 
vice versa, choosing a length and an appropriate P1n. Second, 
both exhibit gains which are dependent upon the operating 
point. The gains of the optical amplifier discussed in this 
thesis also depend upon the gate power, so instead of the 
output power depending linearly upon the gate power (as in.an 
electrical transistor), there is a nonlinear relation between 
the gate and output powers in the optical transistor. 
The graph in Figure 27 depicts the simulated values of 
gain versus P8ate for different values of Pin, different 
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1.85 
1.82 
8--------------
1.80 
1.77 
1.75 
0 ...------r-------~----r------1 
0 • 0 I 05 0.1 0 I 15 0.2 0.25 0.3 
Figure 27: Graph of Gains Versus Pgate for Pin=l.75, 1.775, 1.80, 1.825, 1.85. 
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lengths, and different injection points for P,•t•· 
In view of these results, the optical amplifier proposed 
has very promising characteristics. 
r· 
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chapter 4; conclusion 
The preceding thesis presented an examination of the 
operation of the proposed light amplifier. Amplifications of 
up to 29 were observed via computer simulation, with lower 
amplifications existing when P1n was far in value from the 
unstable point and higher amplifications present as P1n became 
closer to the unstable point. The limitation of the numerical 
technique in simulating the amplifier prevented simulation of 
situations even closer to the unstable ''saddle" point of 2. O 
in our normalized system, and it is assumed that even higher 
amplification regions exist when P1n is closer in value to the 
unstable point. Therefore, higher amplifications are assumed 
by this author to be possible, although computer simulation 
was not able to verify this assumption. 
~ 
The inherent problem with increasing Pin closer and closer 
to the unstable point is that any fluctuations in Pin are more 
and more in evidence at the output. The design of a practical 
amplifier would have to take this "tradeoff" of higher 
amplification and higher Pin sensitivity versus lower 
amplification and lower Pin sensitivity into account. 
The highest amplifications were also observed • 1n 
situations when the length of the coupling region was such 
that at the ·output end of the amplifier, the signals had the 
highest "slope" (see figure 25). The disadvantage of this 
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amplifier length was that the output signal contained a 
constant component with the amplified signal superimposed upon 
it. 
Further speculation on the implementation of the proposed 
amplifier, however, leads to a possible solution to both of 
these problems - high sensitiviy to P1n fluctuations and a 
constant component of the output signal. If it were possible 
to superimpose a signal on top of the output signal which was 
exactly equal in magnitude and opposite in phase from the 
constant part of the output signal, and if this signal were 
always equal and opposite from the constant component of the 
output signal, then both of these problems would be solved. 
A method has been speculated, using a beam-splitter, another 
two-core coupler, and a phase 
shifter (see figure 28). If 
the Pin which is injected into 
the left end of the amplifier 
is half of a beam which has 
been split, then the other 
? 
half bf the beam may be used 
p-, --=-,. 
NLCC 
A---
-, output 
8 D 
NLCC .: 
· T nput 
to cancel out the Pin whic.h Figure 28: Possible configuration for NLCC amp
lifier 
remains at the right end of the amplifier. In figure 28, P1 
is split into two equal propagating beams, P2 and Pin• In 
addition to traveling through a NLCC (NLCC #1 in figure 28), 
P2 travels through a region in which an electric f
ield may be 
11 
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induced, and due to the electro-optic effect, a slight phase 
shift may be induced. In the nominal case, in which the 
( left-propagating) input at guide D is zero, P2 and P1n 
propogate through two identical Nonlinear Coherent Couplers,· 
and P2 propagates through the electro-optic "fine tuning" 
region, and the beams recombine, (rightwards-propagating) at 
node c. If the voltage in the "fine tuning" I t region 1s 
adjusted properly, so that there is a 180° phase shift between 
P2 and Pin, then the beams recombining cancel each other out, 
and the output • lS zero. This is true regardless of 
fluctuations in P1 , and therefore this scheme solves the 
problem of sensitivity to fluctuations in P1 • 
Then whenever there is a signal P introduced gate 
(leftward-propagating) at D, and it causes an (amplified) 
I perturbation in the quantity of emerging from C and 
recombining with P2 , it will cause an amplified deviation from 
zero in the amount of power emerging at Pout• This scheme thus 
removes any ''constant'' portion of the output signal, leaving 
only the amplified version 6f th~ input signal, thus solving 
the problem of the constant component of the output signal. 
The issue of bandwidth is always of importance when 
considering the operation of amplifiers. In the derivations 
of the equations to be used in computer simulations of the 
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proposed amplifer, there was no allowance given for signals 
of different frequencies propogating. This thesis has, 
therefore, not examined the operation of the amplifier at 
different frequencies, and has no definite conclusions to draw 
about the bandwidth of the amplifier. It was discussed in 
§2.1.4 that the relaxation times for some nonlinear materials 
are on the order of lOOfs, and it is postulated that this 
provides an upper limit on the frequencies of signals which 
may be effectively amplified by this device. The fact that 
the counter-propagating signals interact based only upon their 
amplitude, and not their phase (see§ 3.3), provides (in this 
author's opinion) a strong argument for the frequency 
independence of this amplifier's operation. Further work must 
address this issue. 
The results of this thesis have answered some qu~stions 
and raised many more, as will any thorough treatment of a 
subject. The computer simulation of the operation of this 
device was a necessary first step in its developm~nt . 
... 
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• Appendix; computer Program Description and Notes 
The computer program used to do the simulations discussed 
in this thesis was written in Fortran-77 on the Cyber 850 
computer at Lehigh University. It was drveloped in the 
Programming Environment running under the NOS/VE operating 
system. It uses the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) Fortran 
library for calculation of the Runge-Kutta method. 
When the program is run, a menu appears with 15 sets of 
parameters which the user may change simply by selecting the 
number of the parameter the user wishes to change. Each of 
the choices will be discussed: 
1) left . 
-. ............. . 
right boundaries: • lS When this item Set and 
selected, the user is prompted for the left and right 
boundaries for the solution. If the user enters positive 
numbers in response to these boundaries, the numbers will 
be multiplied by K(A), the quarter-period of oscillation 
of the NLCC for the currently selected A(O). If the user 
enters negative numbers, the numbers will be multiplied 
by -1 and used for the boundaries. 
2) Set number of steps: The user is prompted to enter the 
total number of points to be solv:ed for in the interval. 
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3), 4), 5), 6): Set boundary conditions: 
4: Conclusions 
The user is 
7) 
prompted for the real and imaginary components of the 
respective boundary conditions A(O), B(O), C(L), D(L). 
Tolerance for NAG routine: The user is prompted for a 
number to be passed to the NAG Runge-Kutta routine as 
the desired accuracy. Usually it is not necessary to 
change this from the default of 1x10-a. 
8) Tolerance for convergence criteria: The user is prompted 
for a number which is the tolerance for convergence of 
the matrix. After each iteration from right to left to 
right, the amount of change in this iteration is compared 
to the convergence tolerance to decide whether or not to 
do another iteration. Sometimes it is necessary to raise 
this number to lxl0-4 • 
9) Go: Perform the simulation, iterating until convergence 
is reached as dictated by (8) or until the maximum number 
of iterations have been performed, as dictated by (12). 
10) Quit: Ends the program. 
11) Clear Matrix: Clears the matrix wh·ich contains all of 
the intermediate steps. Normally, this is not necessary, 
~ 
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12) 
13) 
4: Conclusions 
and in fact, when operating near regions where 
convergence is slow, it is often better to start out with 
the matrix full of numbers from a previous nearby case. 
Maximum Iterations: Sets the maximum number of 
iterations to be performed. If the program fails to 
converge in the prescribed number of iterations, it will 
exit with an appropriate message. 
Graph the last one: Plots the last simulated case on 
the screen. To plot this simulated graph to the plotter, 
quit the program (10), and use the NOS/VE command PLOT. 
14) Menu On/Off: Toggles a variable which turns the printing 
of the menu on and off. The default is ON, and when 
running the program from a batch 
convenient to switch the menu off. 
file I 1S it often 
15) Print Intermediate Outputs On/Off: Toggles a variable 
which tells the program whether or not all of the 
) 
. 
intermediate points are to be printed at the conclusion 
of each simulation. 
A hard copy and a disk file of this program are in the 
posession of Dr .. Nikolai.Eberhardt. 
/ 
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